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INTRODUCTION
The Cooperative Research Centre for Spatial Information (CRCSI), along with MLA, University of New
England and Victoria University, aim to work with key partners and industries to radically improve
the red meat value chain within Australia, and between Australia and key overseas markets such as
China. This improvement will be delivered by coordinating the investment in, and application of,
new technology, focused on the implementation of cutting edge spatial and related technologies.
The Australian Livestock Spatial Innovation (ALSIP) team coordinated an EOI early in 2016 resulting
in over 30 organisations willing to partner to improve value uplift along the whole chain. To further
the development of this program, the ALSIP team organised two co-design workshops for ALSIP
partners and individual producers to discuss key issues and prioritise the program areas. The
workshops were help in Melbourne and Brisbane in early October 2016, aligning with similar work
being undertaken by MLA to inform the creation of their digital strategy.
Over 60 people attended these workshops, forming small groups to identify key problems along the
red meat value chain. Participants were asked to detail valuable or challenging issues they face along
the value chain, from the landscape all the way through to the end consumer.
These issues were then evaluated by impact and complexity and grouped in to themes. Finally,
participants used this information to propose 5 bold steps to solve these challenges, and a vision for
the red meat industry to help guide the solving of the issues identified.

This report collates the information generated as part of these workshops, presents some
overarching theme areas, and addresses some next steps for the ALSIP program.
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WORKSHOP RESULTS
While the focus of ALSIP is on using spatial technology to generate value in the red meat value chain,
this workshop was not framed around spatial technology at all. The workshop involved primarily
participants or researchers from the value chain itself so as to focus on uncovering core problems,
not to focus on specific solutions.
Each workshop contained 5 working groups (10 groups total) who worked through the issue
identification, prioritisation and bold step process.

Identifying the issues

From the approximately 60 workshop attendees, the following themes clearly emerged as priority
issues to address, with more detail on further themes in Appendix 1:
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

Information Flow Up and Down the Value Chain: This focuses on ensuring information
about individual animals can be translated up and down the value chain to assist with
planning, pricing, quality control, forward projection of stock to market, and integrating to
consumer feedback. (49 responses)
Social License to Operate: Consumers and the community have increasing expectations
about the information available and transparency within the livestock industry. (44
responses)
Understanding Quality and Grading Compliance: Understanding why individual animals
deviate from expected quality will positively change management practices. This will require
open information flow and animal monitoring to be commonplace, integrating the two
themes to create actionable information (42 responses)
Animal Monitoring: Key issues emerging from this include understanding where animals are,
which individuals in a herd are the most productive, where are disease outbreaks likely to
spread and tracing animal pedigree. (39 responses)
Simplifying Access To and Use Of On-Farm Information: This theme focused on the need to
make the access to data captured on farm easy, ensure data is interoperable with other
systems, and can be simply viewed and understood. (38 responses)
Animal and Product Tracking/Traceability: Paddock to Plate tracking on individual animals
remains a challenge due to the lack of detailed animal movement history, and the lack of
integration of animal identity through the processing facilities (34 responses)
Extension and Adoption: A significant challenge for all new solutions and products in the
market is low adoption rates for these solutions. This is linked to a number of issues,
including connectivity, understanding value, adoption costs and time allocation (29
responses)
Environment Management/Sustainable Production: Key issues emerging in this theme
involved understanding how to measure environmental performance over time,
understanding best practice, and undertaking change practices on farm (28 responses)
Decision Making: Effective use of data and technology to actively make decisions ramins a
significant challenge. This theme is heavily related to both the information access and
adoption themes (23 responses)
Understanding costs along chain: Many participants in the value chain do not understand
the variation, scale or impacts of various costs along the chain contributing to the final
product, including processing fees, transportation costs, marketing and R&D activities (22
responses)
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•

Understanding the Consumer: Many producers identified that they do not clearly
understand the eating preferences, feedback and required information from the end
consumers of their animals (20 responses)

Bold Steps

Participants were asked to choose up to 5 bold steps which could be taken to significantly improve
the issues identified in the first step. A full list of these bold steps can be found in Appendix 2,
however the overarching themes for these steps are below:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Branding: Evidenced based, brand driven volume and quality
Value chain information flow: Feedback loops, accountability, empowering whole industry
to maximise value
Connectivity: Connected value chain from paddock to plate
Data Standards: Open and interoperable
Animal location tracking: Whole of life traceability
Technology adoption models: Technology adoption to challenge productivity frontier,
ecosystem driven and driven through measurable value and clear case studies
Decision making: Actionable on farm knowledge, real time, decision optimisation
Improving On farm practices: Benchmarked, incentivised, global best practice
Innovative financial practices: New co-investment models, yeild/quality based pricing,
proportional industry investment to GDP impact

ALSIP ALIGNMENT
The initial six ALSIP program areas provide a strong alignment to the independently derived issues
and bold steps identified through this workshop series. In addition, the issue and bold step process
has allowed us to determine some valuable questions to answer under each program area.










Improved Quality and Grading Compliance
o Why don’t some animals meet specification?
o Can selection methods be improved on farm to minimise variation on spec?
o Can aspects of the quality rating system be automated?
o Can animals be spatially tracked for their whole lives?
o Would the open sharing of this information assist in branding our products?
Value Chain Feedback
o How can individual animal identification be transferred to meat cuts?
o Can information from along the supply chain be combined in to a simple, usable
information system?
o Can consumer feedback be tracked back to on farm variation in management or
condition?
Social License to Operate
o Can automated reporting/systems be implemented to maintain SLTO?
o Can automated animal monitoring identify health and welfare of animals across a range
of production systems?
o Would the open sharing of this information assist in branding our products?
Rural Connectivity
o How can information be effectively transmitted in rural Australia?
o Can existing solutions be better deployed as an alternative to new solutions?
Decision Support On- and Off-Farm
o How much will I be able to sell in 6 or 12 months?
o Does real time animal location information lead to improved decisions?
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o Can open information flow along supply chain lead to actionable insights on farm?
o Where are the largest data gaps or discrepancies?
o Can investment decisions be improved through information systems?
Feed Base Efficiency and Landscape Health
o How much value can be obtained from improving the productivity and long term
sustainability of my feed base?
o Does real time landscape information lead to improved decisions?
o Would the open sharing of this information assist in branding our products?

Vision for ALSIP

Workshop participants were asked to generate words and phrases for what a location focused
livestock innovation program should be aiming at. These words will be used to create a vision for the
program, and will underpin the value proposition of the program. This vision will form part of the
later work within the program design, but the word cloud below clearly identifies some themes,
namely spatial technology investment as a value enabler to assist organisations in maximising profit.
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NEXT STEPS
The ALSIP team will use the outputs of these workshops as part of an economic analysis of the
potential impact to the industry of investing in this program. In parallel, pilot projects aimed at
starting to answer some of these key questions are in development, and will deliver interim results
in mid-2017.
In parallel, CRCSI and MLA will be examining possible governance options for the program, and
circulating this to partners.
The ALSIP team see the next phase of the program beginning in July 2017, and will be formally
engaging with partners over the next few months. This future will be influenced by key strategic
industry initiatives currently in development, including the MLA Digital Strategy, and the results of
the Precision to Decision RDC project.
For more information on the Digital Value Chain Strategy, please contact Phil Delaney, CRC for
Spatial Information on 0405 034 442 and pdelaney@crcsi.com.au, or contact Sam Gill, Meat &
Livestock Australia on 0428 248 552 and sgill@mla.com.au.
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APPENDIX 1: KEY INDUSTRY ISSUES

Key Industry Issues
CHANNEL COMMUNICATION AND FEEDBACK/OPTIMISATION

49

SOCIAL LICENSE TO OPERATE

44

QUALITY AND QUALITY VARIATION

42

ANIMAL MONITORING

39

INFORMATION ACCESIBILITY, CAPTURE, USE AND
MANAGEMENT

38

ANIMAL AND PRODUCT TRACKING/TRACEABILITY

34

EXTENSION AND ADOPTION

29

ENVIRONMENT MANAGEMENT/SUSTAINABLE PRODUCTION

28

DECISION MAKING

23

UNDERSTANDING COSTS ALONG CHAIN

22

UNDERSTANDING THE CONSUMER

20

MARKET INFORMATION

19

REGULATION CHALLENGES

16

FARM INFRASTRUCTURE (LOCATION AND INVESTMENT)

16

UNSABLE SUPPLY RELATIONSHIPS

16

LABOUR

15

GENETICS AND REPRODUCTION

9

EFFICIENCY

7

COMMUNICATIONS INFRASTRUCTURE

6

UNFAVORABLE MARKET STRUCTURES
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APPENDIX 2: BOLD STEPS IDENTIFIED DURING THE ALSIP
WORKSHOPS
Theme
Branding

Value chain information
flow

Connectivity

Data Standards

Animal location tracking

Technology adoption
models

Decision making

Bold Steps
Brand Australia Drives volume and consistent quality
Assurance program national
Develop evidence based Brand
New brand of HAPPY Beef
Sharing feedback information has solved data ownership challenges
Partner with all value chain stakeholders
Building Feedback loop –focused on end user
Accountability across the value chain
Empower whole of industry to maximise carcass value
Improve information flow
Consumer eating quality feedback from BBQ to individual animal
Crowdsourcing consumer feedback
Industry coordination forum
Prepare for a connected future
Connectivity from field to plate
Increase connectivity
Connectivity
Open Source global data standards adopted
Industry data standards
Data interoperability
Sort out whole of life traceability with management
Promote the aggregation and interoperability of agricultural data
Every animal is spatially tracked from birth to being consumed
Satellite connected location and behaviour detection ear tag (+NLIS)
New Adoption Model
Doing talks not thinking thanks
Tech adoption to challenge productive frontier
Create ecosystem to promote adoption
Establish demonstrations and case studies
Increase Adoption, reduction and cost of remote sensing tools
Implementation plan and pilot studies
Implement Adoption Plan
Focus development of agricultural knowledge from data
Provide actionable information
Building a continually evolving self-learning system
Data management continuity systems
ENABLE DATA EXCHANGE
Agreed standard information integration
Partner with Google to establish user and stakeholder platform and
repository
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Improving On farm
practices
Innovative financial
practices

Real time integrated knowledge that is decision making ready for all
of the actors
Estimated Breed Values on farm tools
Optimise the feed supply and utilization
International Live Streamed event showcasing world’s best practice
Benchmark handling benefits
Incentivise good farming practices
Investment proportionate to GDP – Attract investment
Set up partnership and co-investment model
Processors facilitate and introduce payments on meat yield
Open funding and support model (Crowd and institutional)
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